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5.4in. x 0.8in.Author Meredith Fields formerly placid suburban existence is shattering, and shes not
entirely unhappy about it. She feels guilty over placing her mother, Katherine, in a nursing home.
Her husband, Keith, wants a divorce. Shes emotionally estranged from her children. And her next
book is overdue. As she sorts through her mothers house before selling, she finds clues to Katherines
shadowy past. She begins to understand why her mother related so poorly to her children and is
shaken by parallels in her relationships with her own children. When Meredith finds a journal she
kept in her twenties, she is reminded of the love she once felt for Keith, and the extent of her loss
settles in. A series of crises forces them to confront their relationship, but will it be enough to put
Meredith on the path to mending her shattered family and life Back in my school days, I loved
English and creative writing best. The practical people in my life nudged me toward a more secure
profession, nursing. But I continued to write. Newsletters, magazine articles, and private journals
and stories filled the...
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Reviews
The book is straightforward in go through easier to recognize. it was actually writtern extremely perfectly and useful. I am very happy to explain how this is
actually the greatest publication i have read through within my individual life and might be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Gla dys Conr oy
Without doubt, this is actually the greatest operate by any writer. It is really basic but surprises within the 50 percent of the ebook. I discovered this ebook
from my i and dad recommended this ebook to understand.
-- Mr s. Chelsea Hintz
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